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buck and wing-ing To -the ban-jos ring _ ing, Oh, my heart is cling-ing 
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To the Miss -iss - ip - pi, dear old Miss-iss- ip ,_ pi, That's where 
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Medley Waltz 
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B~yan ~ Fischer 
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Bryan & Fischer 
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Loving Chimes J Havez, Donnelly & Blyler 
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Robert A. Keiser 
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Medley Schottische 
The Turkey Gobbler's Ball Havez, Donnelly & Blyler 
Roll Me Around Like a Hoop, My D•ar } Bryan & Fischer 
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How Do You Do, Miss Ragtime }. Louis A. Hirsch 
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Gilbert & Cooper 
Lewis & Bennett 
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. Sarah's H~t- Jerome & Schwartz 
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· Medley Gavotte 
Every .Jlv!oment You're LoneJ!!lme Grossman & Riehmond 
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If All The Girls In ~11 This World j ' Goodhart & Fiseher 
Were Ju.t as Nice as You r Medley Waltz 
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Come Love and Play Peelc-... boo J Jerome & Sehwartz 
Just For You Sweetheart l Whitson & Bela Laszky 
Wh G ' l Wh H . B ki f Medley wStz en a u ose eart 1s rea ng 1 Op nh . & Coo 
Loves a Boy Who Does Not Care J pe e1m ·per 
Oriental Rose } · Louis A. Hirsch 
Medley Polka 
My Heart Keeps Right on Beatmg Kahn & Le Boy 
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